
Tweed Valley Bikes
Mechanic

Tweed Valley Bikes are looking for a full time mechanic to join our fast growing, highly
motivated team, to take on the maintenance of our demo bike fleet, bike builds for stock and
sale and carry out high end customer bike service jobs, based between our two workshop
locations in the Tweed Valley. The successful candidate will have previous experience
working as a bike mechanic in a customer facing store.

We’re looking for a reliable and flexible individual who has a willingness to adapt to a fast
paced changing environment and is able to work with minimal supervision. The ideal
candidate should be able to demonstrate initiative and produce high quality mechanical work
within tight timescales.

Customer service is at the forefront of what we do, as such we’d like to recruit someone
who’s friendly and approachable with strong written and verbal communication and
organisational skills. Although the majority of this role is workshop based, working with the
wider Tweed Valley Bikes team to cover the shop front and deal with customer enquiries is
essential.

As guiding and coaching is a significant part of our business, someone who is interested in
occasionally working as a guide for our customers and happy to assist our coaching
business Dirt School as part of this role, as well as attend customer ride outs and assist on
manufacturer demo days is advantageous.

Mechanic Job Role & Responsibilities

● Works closely with the Store Manager, Service Centre Manager and Head Mechanic
to ensure the smooth running of the Tweed Valley Bikes workshops and ensure
company standards are met.

● Works closely with the Head Mechanic to maintain the demo/hire fleet, including
repairs and servicing on our electric bikes.

● Building new bikes for customer orders, shop stock and demo and carrying out pre
delivery inspections

● Covering the front of the shop and responding to customer enquiries
● Taking customer workshop bookings & managing workflow on a daily basis
● Carrying out warranty work for both customer and demo bikes
● Sourcing and placing customer orders for workshop jobs and ensuring orders are

documented appropriately
● Monitoring and reporting on any service spares, tools or stock needing replenished
● Working with the Service Centre Manager and Head Mechanic to ensure the

workshop area is kept clean and tidy and meets all health and safety standards
● Keeping up to date with in-depth knowledge of bikes and components and

maintaining an awareness of the latest industry trends



● Working with the wider Tweed Valley Bikes team to ensure the shop standards are
maintained as outlined by the Store Manager

● Work with the Managing Director and wider team across Tweed Valley Bikes and Dirt
School to achieve our company ethos.

Qualifications & Skills

● Previous experience as a bike mechanic and working in a customer facing shop
environment

● Friendly, approachable and customer service orientated
● Clear and concise verbal and written communication skills
● Computer literacy skills with the ability to maintain accurate records on our systems
● Strong problem solving skills
● Reliable, punctual, trustworthy and hardworking
● Able to work well as part of a team
● Able to work to a high level of accuracy and demonstrate great attention to detail
● A willingness to learn and undertake training as required

Desirable
● Cytech Qualified
● Mountain Bike Leadership or Coaching Award
● 16 hour Outdoor First Aid Qualification
● Full UK Driving License

Working Hours & Benefits

The successful candidate will work on average 40 hours per week, over five days from seven
as outlined on our monthly staff rota. The successful candidate will need to be flexible
around days and shifts worked to meet the needs of the business.

Initially, the role will be full time from our store in Innerleithen; from autumn the role will be
split between both Innerleithen and our new Peebles based Service Centre due to open in a
few months time. The role may also include some occasional work on the hill for Dirt School
and Tweed Valley Guides. Ideally, the successful candidate resides in the Tweed Valley or is
willing to relocate for the role.

Staff benefits include discount on products in store and access to trade prices on bikes once
the probationary period is completed successfully.

The successful candidate will also be entitled to 28 paid holiday days per year.

If you’re interested in applying please send your CV to janey@tweedvalleybikes.co.uk

Closing date for applications is Friday 28th May.

mailto:janey@tweedvalleybikes.co.uk

